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Contemplating the lace-like fabric of streams outspread over the mountains, we are reminded that
everything is flowing—going somewhere, animals and so-called lifeless rocks as well as water.
John Muir, from My First Summer in the Sierra
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TOGETHER / APART

teresa fellion

This dance piece can be watched by clicking here, or clicking the image above.
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EMILY AS IN ORDER TO EXPLAIN HER I
MUST SHOW YOU PICTURES OF A
BLACK LABRADOR KILLING TWO HENS
AND A FOX WHILE ATTEMPTING TO
PROTECT ALL TWENTY HENS
darren demaree
Love finds me every night.
I hope you enjoy the feathers.
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IN THE DARK

keely mclavin
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HOTEL INFERNO

carmen cornue

I keep describing myself as a high luxury communist.
If I must ride out a fever in bed,
I’d prefer the sheets were satin, you know?
But on to more pressing matters:
How’s the lighting in Hell?
Can I order oysters? A negroni?
God, Dante was lucky to have Virgil guide him through this swamp.
I bet they didn’t even split the tab.
I often ask myself which dead poet will hold my hand
as a man eats his own spleen in front of me.
You don’t seem to understand that
I’m trying to cultivate a tragic allure.
Think “sullied cherub”
but unamused—slightly argumentative over the title.
It’s something like the sensation of a stage name.
The way rabbit fur feels against your skin.
Walking through a party,
I want people to look at me and whisper,
“She’s very well connected.”
Sometimes you don’t want to get kicked out of the bar.
Sometimes you don’t mean to have sex in an alley.
Sometimes you nd yourself at the edge of human history,
dragging on a cigarette and writing its last seasonal poems.
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BEHAVIOR OF MATTER 1

giola cassar
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TWO FRIENDS

hiatt o’connor

Mourning doves whistle up as I walk down
to my two low-headed geldings
in a field they will never leave;
a brisk brown-spot appaloosa
who lips a milkweed’s horny cornucopia curious
if anything pretty will flutter up,
& a weighty quarter horse,
white coat colored with inkblots & griststones for molars.
Our shadows grow with low sun
as the sweat of day is made mineral
on our backs.
One asks with a bray from swaying goldenrod
for a good scratch on roll-dirty withers,
the other with a nudge of his muzzle
for a long rub on the sore cymbals
that are his jaw.
I oblige both,
my two friends. These habituations
are our language.
I turn back for the house
& am followed –
at the hilltop we three
bow our faces to green trough water
& try to remake the dead.
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THE YOUNG BOY IS THE FISH
kristin lafollette
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WHY BENNY SMOOTHED HIS PANTS
christopher kwapich
Benny smoothed his pants because he liked to touch his pecker. I don’t give a damn what
excuse he gave, that was the reason. And I had to be locked with him in that damned house every
damned day for four damned years. I put up with him ‘cause I didn’t have no other place to go.
He knew that. And made sure he reminded me every morning at seven o’clock.
That’s when he got out of bed, seven o’clock. Even if he woke up three hours before that,
he’d just lay there in the twin bed next to mine and stare up at the ceiling like a nimrod. There
was nothing up there but white paint in a raised, semi-circle pattern. He’d look at it, and I’d look
at him. As long as I could stand, at least. ‘Cause I knew, when that digital alarm started chirping,
he’d get out of bed and start with that grin.
Shit-eating. Don’t know where that expression came from or what it meant, but that described
Benny’s grin. The one he wore since that alarm went off, as he pulled his pants over his saggy,
white cotton briefs, combed his hair in the mirror over the dresser, and put on his sneakers. After
tying his shoes, he’d stand and smooth his pants.
“How’s that pecker feel?” I’d say.
He always walked out of the room with the same old stupid joke. “I’m off like a dirty shirt.”
Then he’d go downstairs to the chaos.
Me and Benny lived with Benny’s boy. We were old. But if you asked me, I could take care of
myself. Just the same, we lived in Benny’s son’s house with his wife, Linda, and three kids.
Every morning at 7:30, that house was a freaking mess of people getting ready for school, work,
or God knows what other crap they had to skitter off to. There’d be no way for a retired man to
get some rest. So I’d go downstairs to eat whatever grub Linda scraped up for breakfast.
Benny always sat in the same chair by the window, hardly eating anything and sipping on the
same cup of coffee for a half hour. His boy’s kids would swarm about the place. Not one of them
was over ten, and the second they got out of bed, they acted like they were hopped up on sugar
pills. Benny’s boy and Linda would get ready for work, all the while trying to keep their little
spazzes in line, making lunches, making sure they had all their crap for school or wherever.
All the while, Benny’d sit there with that damned grin on his face. How he put up with it, I
don’t know.
The only bearable kid was the youngest, Polly. The only thing she would eat for breakfast was
some fruity-colored cereal, which she would pick out of a bowl with her ngers. Candy for
breakfast, that’s what I told Linda and Benny’s boy. But they didn’t give a damn, just as long as
the girl ate. Polly’d usually sit on Benny’s lap while she ate. Every now and again, she’d crawl
up on mine. I put up with it—anything to make her sit still for ve minutes.
That forty ve minutes from 7:30 to 8:15 made me want to take a re hose to everyone in that
house to get ‘em in line. Not Benny. He’d just sit there, grinning and sipping.
He only smiled like that since we moved in with his son. Ten years back, he was a sorry sap
when cancer got to his wife, Carrie. She battled like hell against it, and drained their life savings
trying to beat it. Benny moped around during her treatments. And when they ran out of money, I
gave him twenty grand of my own money so I didn’t have to listen to any whining. Not that it
did anything. He still lost Carrie, though he said the money helped keep her comfortable in her
last months. Whatever the hell that means.
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After all his worry and moping, Carrie nally died, and Benny seemed at peace with it. It
made me feel better that he handled it like that. I couldn’t stand him dragging his heels the rest of
his life.
At 8:15, the house would empty. Benny’s boy and Linda would go to work, the kids to
daycare or school, or Benny’s sister’s, if school was out. Benny would get out of his chair to see
them out. And of course, he’d smooth his pants as he stood. Then, I’d say something like “A bit
more to the left, Benny,” or call out “Pecker check!”
Linda didn’t like it when I said “Pecker check.” She’d shoot a stink eye at me and say,
“Will . . . ”
She used to call me Mr. Schlatsky. That was way back. Somehow me getting older meant she
didn’t have to be as respectful anymore. She couldn’t even say Willoughby, which is my proper
damned name. Still, I’d put up with it. I was in her house. And she cooked me food. And Polly
would sometimes sit on my lap. So I’d just wave her off and say something like, “Ain’t my fault
he likes to put his hands down there.”
Benny’d follow the caravan to the door and wave at them as they pulled out of the drive. Then
he’d shuf e to the recliner, pop on the T.V. and sit there until everyone came home. His grin
would fade a bit, but then come back like a herpes are up when we heard the car doors slam
from the drive.
This went on and on, the same damn thing every morning. Until the day his alarm went off
and he didn’t get out of bed.
Benny’s family insisted I sit up front with Benny’s son and his family. I didn’t get why, but I
had to stare at Benny’s ugly mug all day, lying there in that casket, arms folded on his chest, and
the ghost of that damned grin of his on his face.
I didn’t get out much. That’s probably why my shoulder bothered me so much that day. Or
maybe having to look at Benny reminded me that he was the one who screwed it up.
Forty something years prior, me and Benny worked in construction. Not houses—skyscrapers
and such. Single-stories were for the amateurs. We built up there with the birds. And at night,
we’d hit the bars. Benny liked his boilermakers. Maybe a bit too much, but we were young and
could handle the crap back then. And he could down liquor like no one else. One night, we had a
particularly wet night on the town, and Benny came to work the next morning looking like a beat
dog. He said his head wouldn’t stop throbbing, which is probably why the laces on one of his
boots wasn’t done right. I told the moron three times to tie it right, but the stubborn son of a bitch
didn’t listen.
When he tripped over those laces, he was damned lucky I was behind him. I snatched the
back of his shirt while he was mid air, and he jerked my arm right out of the socket. I hung onto
him for ve minutes, the only thing that kept him from seventeen stories of nothin’ and the street.
I screamed like a newborn, but kept my grip until a foreman was able to help me get him up.
My arm didn’t work for crap after that. I ended up having to schlep used cars for the rest of
my working life. Benny wised up and laid off the boilermakers after that.
There wasn’t anything I could do about Benny in the casket now. A hundred dislocated
shoulders couldn’t have kept his ticker from going out.
The funeral parlor was a damn freezer. And they probably hadn’t changed the lters on the air
conditioning in a long time, ‘cause it was making my eyes water like hell. Benny’s boy must’ve
noticed. He handed me a handkerchief. I wiped my face and blew a pint of snot into it. It was one
of those good handkerchiefs, too, the kind with his name embroidered on it: Will. Benny had his
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kid a few years after I started selling used cars. I asked him why the hell he chose the name Will,
and all Benny said was “Will’s a good name.”
Benny’s boy laid a hand my shoulder. “You’re still welcome to stay with us. Dad would’ve
like that.” He paused and said, “Me and Linda’d like it, too.”
My eyes started watering again. What kind of crap did the idiot funeral director put in his
damned air? But a part of me felt lighter. Probably ‘cause I didn’t have to worry about Benny and
that alarm anymore. I thought I might still get up, though. A man had to eat.
“I guess that would be alright by me,” I said.
He nodded. But his face was way too serious.
“You need to x your dad, though” I said. “What he’d really like is to be buried with his
hands on his pecker.”
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YOU CAN’T LOVE THE MOON BY WAY
OF THE BODY
james diaz
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AT SUCH TIMES

martina reisz-newberry

You have questions that you ask
of the dear friends who live in the prettiest spot
in your head, to whom you tell your troubles and your fears.
You wonder why you are omitted
from nearly every list known to humans,
you wonder why you spend so much time parsing loneliness, parsing fear.
Of course there are days of great happiness:
soft cheeses, good wine, compelling stories,
the kindness of weather, how it overcomes nearly everything.
You wonder at the atrocities everywhere,
the venereal power of beauty,
the drowning and smashing of dreams in that old bastard darkness.
Of course there are days of great happiness:
soft kisses, good bread, compelling heroes,
the kindness of a smile, how it overcomes nearly everything.
Then, at the twitch of an eyelid,
with little or no warning, it all comes back–
the ambiguities of everything that follows happiness:
vague allegiances,
the magic of betrayal,
the humiliations that men with power like to bestow,
(Of course,at such times, there are days of great happiness:
soft breezes, good books, compelling quotes,
the kindness of rain, how it overcomes nearly everything.)
disappointments that kick in like those timed cold capsules–
you know, the ones with the tiny colored beads inside,
the disbelief mixed with absolute knowledge that death is real and on its way.
But, of course there are days of great happiness:
soft breaths on your cheek, good coffee, compelling memories,
the kindness of illusion, how it overcomes nearly everything.
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SPECTACLE

keely mclavin
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HIGHWAY 301

rochelle germond

Words that remind me of the towns strung along this road:
podunk, Southern with a capital S, the sticks, boonies,
East Jesus Nowhere. Things I pass during the five hour drive:
The Orange Shop, boarded up for the season; gas stations
that close at 8 each night, earlier on Sundays; Linda’s Yard Arts,
selling giant metal roosters; the “Largest Rocking Chair in the World”
across the street from the “Largest Flea Market in the World”;
a monument to the Ten Commandments, its slabs of black granite
stacked in front of the Starke County Courthouse.
Then there’s the tent pitched in the first field I see ungrazed
by cattle, a blue cross looming above the hand-painted sign:
“Present a living Christ to a dying world in your town today!”
There are no people congregating outside waiting for some cue
to enter, no tables lined up or picnic blankets laid out for a potluck
afterwards – and with that sinking feeling I realize I may have
missed the revival altogether, or worse, must wait hours
for it to even begin. Or maybe it has been over for days now,
the tent waiting only to be disassembled and carried to the next town.
Still, I see the parishioners that should be inside,
sweat moistening their upper lips, dampening foreheads
and collecting in crevices of skin, between cleavage and butt cheeks.
They are rocking with eyes closed, swaying with hands upturned,
held open in front of genitals and wombs, they are convulsing
in the aisles between the wooden folding chairs, slain in the spirit,
tongues lolling, eyes rolling, they are dropping
to their knees, hands outstretched with palms pressed flat
against the heavy air, moaning Hallelujah
Hallelujah O Father O God O God of Heaven and Earth O God
save us save us save us
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BEHAVIOR OF MATTER 2

giola cassar
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[TRACK THE MOVEMENT AND CHARGE
OF A PARTICLE]
aaron anstett
Imagine a planet with everyone
receiving what they need. Oodles
of hallelujahs. Indexicals glisten,
abstract and ideal as grammar.
Preserve around me the blur
of sudden showers, lightning
strike from every angle. Beauty
and Justice wrestle, tussle, call truce.
I had in mind a kind of motion—drifting
and plunging—energies swapping around.
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INTERSECTIONS OF MUSCULAR
matthew klane
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I SAW YOU AT THE DELI

g.l. maverick

i am the daughter of my mother and a slice of Swiss cheese
no, this poem doesn’t age well
but neither do i
i’m afraid
my rind is thickening
and i can’t forgive you for my stench
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GOOSEBUMPS

meuffy
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WOODLAND FEVER

melinda wilson

I’m all nightshade and lady slippers
in the forest
all rotting log elk meat
in the woods
my prints all along the stone wall
in the pine grove
still sleeping my ghost is there
sweeping needles
from the dirt oors
all Snow White
in the tiny cottage
over the seven jeweled hills
I’m all heartbeats and thumping rabbit feet
when I’m brave
because to be brave I have to rst be afraid.
I’m spinning silk
in a cellar
these syllables keeping me calm
I’m all peach cobbler bruised elbows
and shoulders and knees
Flies
on rainwater mushrooms
make me think of the early days
when I was all clay beds
and newly born toads
from the marsh
all pond scum puddles and skipping stones
The thicket and its undergrowth
lead to the clearing in the wood
I arrive like a fawn wobbles
toward home
toward the herd
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TIRED

keely mclavin
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ON FOOT

amy cook

For months, we went everywhere on foot.
The heaving of ce buildings emptied, very important meeting notes left in the dark and silent
abeyance. We mocked ourselves: “How hard is it to stay home?” And it was true, because there
was nowhere to go, little to do. Like Christmas break, with no new year on the horizon.
We went on foot because it was not safe to go by train, not fair to crowd the rail cars speeding
essential people to essential places where they were confronted with catastrophe. We made
space. I had thousands of plastic gloves, who knows what for. I wore them outside for a month,
just taking in the air. I got an infection on my hand.
The streets were silent until they were lled with the cacophony of ambulance bells. We stopped
sleeping. If there were cars, I wondered how many were packed with overstuffed luggage,
heading to a place that was not here. Moving in with parents who were happy to have you away
from the trouble.
I went by foot, because I cannot ride a bike. That is, I cannot ride a bike without injuring myself
or a hapless stranger. My muscles and a birth injury betray the part of my brain that believes I
can ride a bike. When my husband took a bike trip downtown (“just to go downtown”), I stayed
home with the cat. He says that he stood in front of a darkened Broadway marquee and wept.
I could no longer explore for the sake of traversing. No losing myself amongst the winding,
criss-cross streets of Chinatown, no making a mess eating too-hot soup dumplings. No perfect
weather walks through the Village ending with a mint chocolate chip sundae. No ice cold
martinis.
That spring, Central Park exploded with color, and we went often, but the reality of the hospital
tents on the East Meadow, bright white monuments to What Was Happening, made it clear that
you could not really invest in spring. One morning, I climbed to the top of a rocky hill to take a
photo of the blooming Star Magnolias trees beneath, only to nd that the scattered branches and
erstwhile debris had cut my legs, and there was blood everywhere.
One night in May, I looked out the window, and saw a color in the sky that reminded me that I
was alive. It was a soft, shocking rose. Leaving dirty dinner dishes to rot, I ran outside (wearing a
mask, but no bra) and catapulted myself to our corner, where the highway overlooks the Hudson
River. A halo of iris and wisteria hung over literal waves of strawberry, rosewood, and magenta,
carved into the sky as if they would always be there. Oblivious to the traf c and the sirens and
the mosquitoes dancing at my ankles, I stood until I couldn’t see anything but night.
I walked home, and up the stairs. My husband was at the piano, and my apartment was brimming
with song.
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FESTER

audrey williams
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RETURN

hiatt o’connor

I
this evening is the first
i’ve seen this slope
in sixteen years
without fence without posts.
we sawed them at the ankles
to free ourselves of future labor
& the under-earth works
as it always has
to dissolve what’s left:
three sunk feet of deadwood
wrapped by sapling roots –
with no more border
deer’ll gnaw the stems
& rain will rinse away the twigs.

II
this evening is the first
i’ve seen this slope
roll without snag to the low land
where the soft stone of my heel
fits in a cup of dirt
pressed by a horse’s knee
as it stood from sleep. i try
sometimes just to be
aware but when selfawareness comes i always
stub my toe on a stump.
this evening is not the first

III
i’ve come here with callous29

footed thoughts. more & more
i forget my mother’s voice. time
hoofs at the dirt. anxious animal. my soles
smooth it too scuff after scuff.

IV
one day i hope
cheek & ear pressed against
thinner ground
to hear veins of water trickle
through to that muffled place
where things return.
i want to say it isn’t reverence

V
but this evening is the first
the creek can be heard
without a storm surging its
inimitable sound

VI
& between cattail stalks
a great blue heron –
it is easily patient
it seeks the soft spaces
under crawfish shells
& small frogs
who hum on the twig-littered
brim of the darkening bank.
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BEHAVIOR OF MATTER 3

giola cassar
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OR THE EGG

casey cantrell

Twist the Snapple cap—
we drink up trivia
like oversweet juice.
Here’s a fact for you:
“Animals that lay eggs
don’t have belly buttons.”
But it doesn’t know about
your sham navel, a byproduct
of your defective colon.
They don’t know the sequence
of genes that turned your gut
against you, forced surgeons to
slit your stomach vertical
and carve out a stretch of your
intestine, leaving you bereft
of a belly button. The doctors
were ready to sew you
up without a replacement,
but your mother complained:
Who would date a woman
without a belly button?
A fact manufactured
by mother nature and
nurture, rendering you
with, without, and with
again. I think about this
while tracing the dark
scar tissue between your
hips with my finger
tips like the shiny
scalpels that sliced open
your skin to save your
life and in the process
turned you into a
contradiction, a living
proof against facts stamped on
the inside of bottle caps.
You’ve yet to lay an
egg, I say. You laugh.
It’s a miracle, isn’t
32

it? A million
years of evolution,
of life and death and life,
all for a bad joke
that cracks a smile across
your lips and spills out
the yolk of your laughter.
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SLEEPER

audrey williams
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TWO TOWNS IN LEITRIM

ds maolalai

this road was just recently
dug and laid down
and stretching between
these two townlands in leitrim;
a long line of asphalt,
some rubble and layering
of muck. not yet overgrown;
just five o'clock
shadow of nature – ferns
which curl upward and hairy
green thistle, their stage
make-up tack purple
flowers. they look,
in this light, far more noble
than roses, and come
over everything, persistent
as builders of roads. it's a hot
sticky day, late july, early
august. the asphalt a spike
in the sun through a cut
pile of wood.
the occasional house
the occasional gate
to a garden. thistles,
some daisies, some moss,
some small fingers of fern.
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BEHAVIOR OF MATTER 4

giola cassar

36

Resting in her shadow box: a jewel scarab—
exoskeleton nebular like raw opal.
She unearthed it in the Starlight Temple,
Brush Park. Declared: The summer
ooded those splintered pews
into the empty space that once contained
this little specimen’s esh. This is the same light
my mother feeds her plants: memorial orchids
of Aunt Joie, sweet white violet—her father—
jade, mint & holy basil, river cane, the family
peyote & San Pedro, sacrit datura—spider
ivy weaving through like rays—& her raised
beds of hemp. She strolls beneath
an underpass to the riverfront, chisels
speckles of aging graf ti; she sprinkles
a pinch on perennials & thistles unsheathing
from cracks in the avenue. Earth revolves,
pulls us closer: I am a witness to the petals
of her plumbing nimbus. She melts the rest
into a candle, anoints it in our chimenea
a shrine: white sage, silverskin garlic,
my rosary, funeral cards, her ceramic labyrinth,
the Santa Muerte crafted by the hands
of my brother. We celebrate with laughter
ushering in a season of wakes,
waking; her angel’s trumpet billows.
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MY MOTHER THE KEEPER MOTHER OF
THOUSANDS
justin groppuso-cook

SINK IN

meuffy

38

GROWING

leticia priebe rocha

After browsing the street fairs of
Campos do Jordão, my mother
stopped to marvel at the abundance
of margaridas crossing our path with
a look on her face that said peace.
She told me her favorite owers
were margaridas, and my 8-year-old
self claimed them as my own.
I would soon discover that once taken
overseas, margaridas become daisies. I
would soon discover that once a daisy
takes root in the desert, it becomes a
cactus. I would soon discover that a
cactus can survive for decades without
water. I would later discover that this
is a lie. Cactuses die and I am a girl
swallowing sand.
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EYEFUL

keely mclavin
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[WHEN I‘M GHOST, FLOATY, OUTLINE]
aaron anstett
Ill-defined, all my outlandish
specifics exactish, I’ll moan
“Enh” and “Enh” and “Enh”
again and mean it if you ask me
how I like the afterlife and/or
to haunt the house no more.
Through thread-bare air I’ll drift
spectral—get this—present
absence intent on useful mischief:
wiping crumbs from counters,
cleaning windows, polishing
whatever precious metal objects
you possess to such a luster
my fuzzy reflection unnerves me.
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HALF DARK WIND , MELTED OUT
james diaz
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9/11/2001 + 20

andrew barter

My memory of it
starts in early morning, asleep
at my sister’s place
when her roommate throws the door open
yelling, “America is being bombed!”
We watched the broadcast
in disbelief as one of the World Trade Center
towers sent billows of smoke into the sky.
We felt it in our bones when we witnessed
the second tower being hit; these were not mistakes.
Everything was in shock, and we
numbly walked to breakfast at Pig ‘n Pancake,
and watched the news from there.
The whole day was sunny in Astoria, but nothing
seemed to be moving. My sister looked in vain
for places for us to donate blood, reminding me
I hadn’t even come out to her yet.
She spent her afternoon playing video poker
down the street, and I spent it quietly
in front of the TV.
I remember the breeze coming through
the open windows, and trying to recall
what I had been dreaming about the night before.
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BEHAVIOR OF MATTER 5

giola cassar
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THE MOTHER

lydia hagen

Please note that this story contains implications of domestic abuse.
The honeysuckle’s dipped their crowns. I watched their beige color fade with the monsoon, down the
street, and into the grate at the end as if the whole world was bleeding. O’Connor took my hand, leading
me away from the adobe arch and into the warm downpour. July in Arizona is all heat and the rain; the
sound of a hundred piano keys playing the same note at once.
I watched the gurney leave, slip down the gravel path and into the back of a silent ambulance.
O’Connor said that he’d have to go with her and asked if I would like to ride in the back. I couldn’t bear
to see her that way though, covered in thick plastic.
“I have to grab some things,” I told him. “The insurance cards.”
“It’s okay to take some time,” he said. “Just have a nurse let me know when you arrive at the hospital.”
I squeezed his hand and looked up at him. He smiled solemnly like he did when we were ten. I could
almost make out his chubby face and pink nose after hours of running in the cul-de-sac without sunscreen.
There he was, thirty years later, all muscle and thinning hair. He took a job caring for hospice patients and
I took one in the accounting department of the hospital. Any time someone died, especially in a town this
size, he was the one holding the hands of whomever remained, and I was billing their mourning family.
“She’s in a better place,” he said. Usually, that was an empty thing to say and something he probably
promised each person he consoled in the birth of grief. For some reason though, when he said it to me,
they felt like new words.
When my mother began dying, it was a trickle of events that, if ignored, would have seemed nothing
more than normal suggestions of her age. The first week, she began losing her balance on the sunroom’s
tile step. The next month, she forgot it was there altogether. When she gave up the fight to stay in bed, she
lulled the days away with infomercials and ordered every recommendation: a cast iron pan as light as a
cloud that had been recalled for lead paint; a cap full of miniature curling irons that claimed to roll your
hair overnight (what was left of hers burnt off); and a large blanket that would cool and heat your body at
the same time. Of course, she later found out there was nothing special about it other than it regulated the
natural human body temperature. She threw it away the next morning.
Finally, her mind started to quiet. There were days I would come in and swear I could smell death. The
air in her house was stale, only circulating in one room. I’d open the windows and let the hot desert air fill
the ghostly corners of the house. I’d scrape a cloth across the cobwebs that grew and chase away the
lizards that found themselves making a home in the tiles lining the floor. The house became a jungle; a
terrarium feeding off the dampness of my mother’s humid, shallow breath. Plants unknown to the Arizona
aridity sprouted in the oven and microwave. Birds flew in, nesting in the linen closet.
On her last day, I swept the dirt from the tile, gathering it in the kitchen. Vines crawled out of the
molding in the window screen. It was too hot to open, so I let the mushrooms on the ceiling metastasize,
almost doubling by the time I left. The subtle sound of my mother’s machine beeped steadily down the
hollow arch. Photographs of her and I lined the dark hall and aged as I followed the path from the living
room to her bedroom.
“Mom?” I asked to the door. I knew she wouldn’t be able to muster an answer loud enough. In the
light soaked the room, O’Connor had left the window open the night before. Around us, the faint hum of
an oscillating fan and the gasp of her heart monitor filled a voided silence.
“Mom?”
She opened her eyes partly. Yellow gunk gathered on her lids, drool ran down the sides of her oxygen
mask, and I wiped it away with a damp cloth. She flinched at the cloth against her fragile skin; I feared I
would wipe her away.
“Elaine,” I said.
Her eyes widened at the sound of her name. I tried not to cry at the fact she’d forgotten she was a
mother.
“You know me,” I told her. “Catherine.”
Her eyes darted to the window; the machine’s noise rose in frequency.
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“It’s okay. You know me. I promise.”
My hand on her hand. It was so skinny and paper-like. Almost as if the blue veins were outside of her
body. I noticed mold creeping around the unwashed sheets. I wanted to hate O’Connor for not changing
them, but he knew as well as I that they would most likely look that way the following morning.
The pillows propping her up surrounded her like a crown. She was almost regal. My mother reached
for her mask, and I removed it for her.
“Mother?” she croaked.
I bit my lip and looked away. The lines on my face, my red hair may have reminded her of a distant
memory of her own mother.
“Mother,” she said. “How could you do that?”
I looked at her, my curiosity peaking. O’Connor promised me that the truth becomes muddled in these
final days. Though she wasn’t lucid, I believed there was some truth to her recollection.
“Elaine.”
“Daddy was only trying to protect us,” she said of her late father. This was the first time I ever heard
her willingly mention him.
“Why would you do that to him?”
I thought of my grandmother. Her body was always so rigid that you could hear her bones crack
whenever she turned her back on you. That was as much I knew of her, other than the dresses she sent me
when I was younger and the scolding I got for poor grades.
“What did I do to him, Elaine?”
It felt wrong to be playing along like this, but my mother believed it. She glared at me; her milky eyes
narrowed.
“He said he was sorry,” she said. “You didn’t have to hurt him too.”
She folded her baggy arms across her thin chest, shivering in the heat. My grandfather was never a
memory of mine, only an inheritance from her and my grandmother. The days my grandmother was here,
twenty years ago, she carried a dark presence that I could only assume was this legacy.
“I was trying to protect us both,” I said. I imagined that her mother would have said that too, but I had
no knowledge of who I was defending.
“You hurt him worse.”
I removed my hand from hers and looked down at the duvet cover, finally understanding why I never
had the luxury of having a father. Why she never had the desire for a husband. I squeezed her hand one
time and stood up. Thunderclouds had gathered quickly outside, and light crackled through them. Soon
enough, a torrential downpour flooded the patio.
“O’Connor?” I whispered on the phone. “I think it’s time.”
He told me that he was at the Rose’s house giving Alma her noontime prescriptions but promised he’d
be to my mother’s as soon as he could.
“I will miss him,” my mother said presumably about her father.
“I will too,” I told her.
I climbed into bed with her and watched the jungle seep into her room. The sound of the monitor and
the hum of the fan was drowned monsoon on the cement. It leaked in from the open window. I told my
mother that there were trees growing in her kitchen, ferns in the oven. She asked if I could make her
something to eat and I said yes but didn’t move. Instead, we watched lightning crack against the sky,
somewhere splitting a prickly pear in half. Years after surviving in the desert, I still wonder how they go
months without a drink of water.
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PICNIC

keely mclavin
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NODDING THROUGH THE INCENSE
martina reisz-newberry
I was a follower of the Hindu gods
for a long time. Mostly my devotions
were to Krishna. He seemed most likely
to love me without expectation.
He said Who says my name is mine.
I liked that idea. This was a smiling,
sensual god who was approachable
and didn’t heap recriminations on me
(as did our family dentist to whom
I entrusted my teeth). This was a god
who enjoyed gifts and loved pretty things.
I chanted and contemplated my lymph nodes
when my 3rd eye was sleeping.
Across the world, in humid places
with names only journalists could pronounce,
some kind of awful, unwinnable war was raging.
It was ugly and sad and Krishna was not there.
Krishna was at my house, nodding through the incense,
loving me, protecting me, calling me to his peaceful places,
telling me to only say his name and I would be his.
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I AM DEAD BUT AT LEAST I DIED FOR
ART
audrey williams
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HUNGER

rochelle germond

Some nights, I want to eat everything:
the cheese slowly molding in my refrigerator drawer,
linguine, raw and in fistfuls, scoops of margarine
out of the plastic tub. I want to open up the dusty cans
of French style green beans and sweet baby peas
in my cupboards, the chicken noodle soup
and apple pie filling and gorge myself on them,
cold, straight from the tins. I would devour
the whole world, rivers laden with trout and salmon,
fields of corn, cranberry bogs, trees dripping peaches,
nectarines, cherries. I’d fill my mouth with stars
like cookies covered in sugar, bite through
the rings of planets, savoring their cinnamon and ginger
crumbles before moving on to the planets themselves,
twisting them apart to find cream-filled centers, licking clean
their wafer husks. I want to nibble the Milky Way
like a raspberry, black holes like the liqueur-soaked
lady fingers of tiramisu. I want to swirl the heavens’ dust
on my taste buds, sweet and salty like chocolate-covered pretzels,
trail mix, kettle corn, this star stuff we are made of,
this billion-year-old carbon, these ancient elements I can taste
when my tongue meets your skin.
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NIGHTS IN UDAIPUR , INDIA

runa
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SONGS FROM THE BOULEVARD
audrey forbes
After Mitski
My god— I am so lonely
in the same way I unravel
into the chaotic hum of
people passing. Where I am
nobody here and sing the absence
of my mother when she works
graveyard. She tells me I am the open
window that I watch the moon from
still in the sounds of the street.
In the late spring I sleep often
and I bloom into a tall child, wild
woman. She tells me love grows in all
the places I have found myself lost in.
Time and again I forget in this city that I am big
and small.
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SUPERHERO

matthew klane
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AN EARNEST AND SIMPLE WISH
brendan allen
after e e cummings
i choose to hope for the
small and large sorts of vermin:
the mouse, possum, the blind
of voles grasping at dirt roots, bold
stoat, rare bear and pigeon (hope,
again,)
that each and every
varmint with a small, dark eye
for refuse (coyote in the trash, again
roll-ick-ing) those swiping at our door,
at my heart: that space you’ve prewarmed thru touch,
and they,
too, (the rat and her many thin ngers
among the grain, friend fox, the whole
plum melting in his maw, our squirrel
barking furious from the tree) that they,
too, may know a moment of calm & ease

fi
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N O R T H O F W I NT E R

desirée jung

This visual poem can be watched by clicking here, or clicking the image above.
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MOTHER CAREY‘S CHICKENS
martina reisz-newberry
for Trish and Kiersten

My cousins bought chickens.
They raise them in New Mexico–
for the eggs. They believe in spirits.
They’ve seen and heard them
all around their property.
They know there is the spirit
of a Native American man
who walks the hallway
inside their house
and upsets the chickens
outside in the pen
(which they tell me
resembles a shipwreck);
this causes the chickens
to lay fewer eggs.
My cousins, whom I adore,
are getting a Shaman
to come take a look,
feel the vibe,
ask the right questions.
He’ll make his decisions,
and I, for one, can’t wait
to scramble one or two
of those eggs.

*Mother Carey's Chickens were Storm Petrels said to be the souls of dead seamen.
See: https://wordhistories.net/2017/08/13/mother-careys-chicken-origin/
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DESERVED

keely mclavin
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OH WHAT A TANGLED WEB WE WEAVE,/
WHEN FIRST WE PRACTISE TO
DECEIVE
simona nastac
There is a big spider on my neighbour's door. It's been there since the day before yesterday.
Exquisite. Coded. Like Lady’s Hale brooch. Probably female given its size. I looked up the
differences: females live longer. Einstein's theory of relativity explained. My neighbour went out
and came in day and night, night and day. His usual self. A purposeful presence. The spider
hasn't moved an inch. Respect is mutual in this house.
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THE DIRTY BIRDS DANCE COMPANY
matthew klane
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YELLOW

mac bowers

If I wrote poetry, I’d sew verses about the way the sun tastes puddled into the curve of your back,
like egg yolk and orange juice and 11 a.m. on a Sunday. I’d run my fingers through it, smear it
down your sides and over your hips. You’re yellow to me. I’d spin sonnets dedicated to the way
the creases of your thighs feel like the raw, honeyed words of my favorite book. I’d tell an
imagined reader that the only thing tethering me to the ground is the line where your neck meets
your shoulder and they’d know how much I love you in a way that would make them want to
turn their face away and close the door.
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BEHAVIOR OF MATTER 6

giola cassar
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UNCERTAINTY

hiatt o’connor

Someone once said death
leaves us
to mythologize the dead
or was it to grieve? Either way
it’s right. When she died I was left
to hack at the ground with just the crude tools of
horse callus why –
shovel thrust torque
clumps of grass tossed aside heaved stones heaped
buckets of dirt all raw material
my forearms aching my shirt sweat soaked skin slick with clay my mouth
hanging open

Then somehow I found myself
deep in the cavernous ground.

Ishin said something about what comes after:
how spelunking the unlit tunnels and groping
through the humid chambers you’re churned like cud
and passed from gut to gut
eventually up out of the throat into strange
familiar light where things clot back together
mound after mound recomposing into something
like the ground –
No more,
maybe less.
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PROPHECIES

natalie rusinova
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EMILY AS I RESPOND TO HER
QUESTION ABOUT WHY I’VE NEVER
WRITTEN A POEM ABOUT HER
BREASTS
darren demaree
Let it begin.
I have been
given
permission
to write
the next
thousand
poems
about
the various
stages
of her breasts.
Excuse me,
she does
not want
more
than three
poems
about her
breastfeeding
our children.
She mostly
wants
me to tell
everyone
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how often
she jokingly sang,
“Hello, sunshine,”
when she took
off her bra.
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DINNER PARTY

nora shychuk

Inside the apartment you forget to remove your shoes, so she gently, almost lovingly, asks you to
do so. Just leave them by the front door, she says. Your socks, you realize, are appalling. Gray
and pink with white puffy sheep. You are thirty, the adult guest in someone’s home, and these are
the socks you wear to dinner.
You present a thirteen-dollar bottle of wine and a demi baguette in a crumpled paper bag.
You carried it under your arm in transit and smooshed it. She thanks you and hands the baguette
off to her husband who appears suddenly, as if he just materialized from the wall. He smiles,
holding what looks to be the world’s largest decanter already full of red wine. Even as she hugs
you and welcomes you and places an empty wine glass in your hand, you get the sense that you
have let her down in some murky but critical way.
The husband, Louis, walks you to the kitchen table. The leader of this procession. His
steps are smooth and his voice is smooth and he smoothly pours wine into your glass. You swirl
it around like you’re supposed to, though you’re not sure why, and maybe you don’t have to at
all because it has already been decanting in the decanter, but anyway you’re too rigid, so the
wine in your glass sloshes around like a temperamental sea. You look to your hosts, at their
shining, spotless glasses. They’re wizards, you decide. Unsure of how else to proceed, you
attempt the swirl again and your wrist cracks. They pretend not to hear.
The apartment is magazine-like. Unsurprisingly lovely. There are posters from Broadway
shows in expensive frames and white, pristine bookshelves. You think of the dusty, charcoalcolored behemoths that house your books uptown and feel blanketed in shame. There are white
string lights in wide, glass vases. Ambience alone. Serving no other purpose. Plants, too. So
many plants, alive and tall and green. You remember the succulent you recently killed. In the
flower shop, you chose a mini, with blueish-green leaves in a rosette shape. The transportation
from table to counter felt treacherous, and with every step you worried about traumatizing the
succulent, gripping it too hard or breaking off a leaf or displacing the soil or transferring your
cynicism into its being. You asked about watering procedures, telling the woman at the register
that you’d never had a plant before, and you didn’t want to be responsible for murder, even the
murder of a plant, haha! Absent of smile, she told you it’s best to water once every ten days.
Resist overwatering, she had said. Twice. For emphasis Resist overwatering. Keep it out of direct
sunlight. Indirect sunlight is key. You went home optimistic, but then time passed and days got
lost to other days, and it wasn’t long before you forgot about the watering altogether, and you
didn’t even notice until it was too late, how, in the early afternoon hours, the sun shot through
your bedroom window, razor-beaming your bedside table. You had a dying succulent on your
hands, scarred and dry, and when you threw it in the trash you felt a profound sense of loss.
A leather footrest in front of their leather couch. Decorative rugs in neutral, cozy shades.
At the table you scan the scene, cheese boards with bread and artichokes and olives. Directly
across from your seat at the table, there is a window. You sit. The view makes you smirk, though
you feel no joy. Looking past your reflection, the Empire State Building twinkles down upon
you.
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It’s crazy. You know the kind of people who are neighbors with the Empire State
Building.
The wife, your new kind-of friend who you met only recently at a reading downtown,
looks the picture of style. Fresh-faced and glowing, in a monochromatic white number, loose
sleeves and pearls and pants with lace trim around the ankles. You just got off work and took a
cramped subway to get here, and you think of how blindingly oily your forehead gets at this
hour. You ask to use the bathroom. When you study yourself in the spotless mirror, you breathe
in deeply and smell lilacs. You see no evidence of their presence, no pot or vase or tied bushel,
but you smell them all the same, and it infuriates you that you cannot find the source. You
consider tearing the bathroom apart. Instead, you dab your forehead (it could stop traffic) with a
Kleenex. Reapply your deodorant. Antiperspirant and toxin filled. Leave and bang your toe on
the door.
As you eat, you become acutely aware of your hunger. You knife a cube of butter that is
too thick and smear it onto your small plate. When you bite into a piece of bread, the crunch is
deafening. They look away, pretend to be fully immersed in their own tiny worlds of plate
overloading. You square your jaw and smash the food down between your tongue and the roof of
your mouth, hoping to soften the mess quickly so you can gulp it hole.
You wonder, eyes watering as it scrapes down your throat, why you can’t be better at
things.
The way the overhead lights glint on the glasses. The clink of silverware. One glass of wine in
and already feeling it. Dancing plates, food passed along from hand to hand. The sights, sounds,
and tempo of an evening, whirling around you. Here you are. One person in one corner of this
endless, bustling city, living.
There’s pancetta for dessert, she says.
Ooh, you say, smiling. You’ve never had it but pretend to like it. How easy it is to lie.
Their napkins are stitched with delicate flowers on the lower, righthand corner. You run
your finger along the seam and swear to buy cloth napkins of your own. You’ll do it soon. Gone
will be the paper napkins collected over the years from Chinese restaurants and falafel carts,
wasteful and cheap as they are.
Some small steps can be taken to make your life beautiful, you decide, and your heart
lifts at the thought.
What are you working on now? she asks.
And your heart tanks. You shrug, say something about being in-between projects, the
standard bullshit about not rushing the process, not stifling creativity, letting the voices and the
characters and the stories come to you.
You are so talented, she says. Louis nods along.
She showed me that piece of yours from that little magazine, he says. It was good.
You slice through the butter again just to do something. Change the subject. Ask her what
she has been up to. She perks up. As she speaks, your eyes scan the walls. You want to find
something out of place, something dusty. A crooked picture frame or a smudge on the window.
The Empire State Building begins to ripple with light. The top of the hour. It reminds you of
waves, or lightning spreading across a dark sky.
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They’re talking to you for quite some time before you realize you have no clue what
they’re saying, even as you’ve been nodding along.
It was emotional, she says, listening to all the stories.
Of course, you say, frowning.
All those lives lost. Hopefully this raises awareness.
Right. You remember the short subject documentary she was filming this month, some
cancer awareness piece. Original, you remember thinking sarcastically. People are aware of
cancer as it is. Everyone knows someone who has died from it or is actively dying from it or has
been affected by the loss of the person dead of or dying from it. You forget who or what she is
filming it for, where she got funding, and you panic when you can’t think of a polite follow-up
question. Your short-term memory is notoriously awful, deteriorating with promise. Suddenly
you can’t remember with much clarity how you got here, at this table even. Yes, there was the
store and the train. You know you were there but can’t feel that you were there. You can’t recall
the details, not a passing face or the stop you got off on. You get carried away then, consider that
maybe you’ve always been here, The Shining style, in this apartment. Past and future fall away
as illusion, and you become untethered to everything outside this moment. She’s looking at you
now. Waiting for a response. Fuck.
You say, Sorry?
She grins. I know. I ramble too much. Louis always tells me to read the room.
There’s a note of mocking in her voice, but she rolls her eyes and shrugs it away.
You apologize, weakly, making a knockback gesture with your wine glass.
I don’t do this often.
Have another one, Louis says.
It happens, of course, after the pasta is served and you start on yet another bottle of wine. Talk
has shifted toward the political. How did you get here? You did say something slightly ferocious
about America, about climate change, about landgrabs and oil and how it’s impossible to protect
anything pure anymore, and we know better, that’s the thing, especially with the supporting
science and technological advances. That started it, you guess. Your rage. As usual.
As you end your speech, a cloud passes over Louis’s face before it lifts off. He sits up
straighter and smiles a Hollywood smile, all teeth and so fake it makes your blood run cold.
He insinuates that you should count your lucky stars, because they grew up elsewhere,
across an ocean, and you can’t begin to imagine how much worse it can be, in fact you can’t
even picture the blatant corruption where he’s from, bodies found in gutters and innocent men
disappearing on their way to the mailbox. When they moved to America, he explains, they knew
they were moving toward opportunity and possibility and safety. And while he doesn’t come
right out and say it but communicates it all the same as he dusts his plate in parmesan cheese, he
reminds you of your privilege. You respond, also smiling, with some flippant reference to James
Baldwin, messing up a quote he said once about America and how your criticism is actually
evidence of how much you love your country, but the truth is that you’ve never felt patriotic and
you are privileged and you’re not even sure that you love your country.
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Your new friend tries to bridge the gap. Well, you know, America has a penchant for
cruelty, for over-excess, she says. But we love our life here, we worked hard for it, and because
we came here from so far away, we don’t really feel like we have the right to complain about it.
Louis drains his wine glass and looks at her, and the way he narrows his gaze, ever so
slightly, recalls a predator stalking prey.
That’s not a strictly American thing, he says. Economies and societies that do well have
to be strong. Put their feet down. Hold fast to their principles and priorities. Why do we have to
fault a country for its success? Why do we fault people for their individual successes?
She shrugs again and laughs, but it is cheerless and short, a quick trill, and she mumbles
that she doesn’t know what she’s talking about anyway, that she certainly isn’t as plugged in as
the both of you.
Her chair squeaks across the floor as she gets up and whirls away from the table like a
ballerina on speed. When she returns, she sways another bottle of wine in front of your face. You
feel slightly hypnotized.
More? she asks, nodding.
Yes, you say. The way she pours the wine is so careful, so sweet and clean. She is all
smiles but something else is there, a flustered embarrassment, evident in her reddening cheeks, a
creeping rash advancing up her neck.
I mean, I just can’t get emotional about these things, Louis continues, slurring slightly. I
deal in data. In unbiased fact. I would argue that the data suggests—
Oh to hell with the data, Louis, she says, reclaiming her seat at the table.
A silence descends on the room like a great bird perching on a branch. Around you,
everything stills. Forks suspended in the air. Food held between teeth. The refrigerator hums. She
begins flicking the bowl of her wine glass with her fingers. Outside, you hear a cacophony of
horn blasts, muted but frenzied. Someone is yelling down on the street, the beginnings of an
argument, but you can’t make out the words, just the rise and speed of anger. In the upstairs
apartment a vacuum screams to life.
You’ll crack the glass, Louis says, pouring more wine for himself and offering none to
her, to you. You decide it’s best to stare at your plate and pick apart the few surviving pieces of
limp artichoke.
You, more than anyone, should understand the limits of data, she says.
It is true that you do not know what Louis actually does. She has told you he works in the
medical field, a consultant of some kind, but your understanding ends there, and you’re not sure
if she is intentionally tightlipped about the details or if you’re just an exceptionally bad listener,
but you wish, with longing, that you could call him on it, whatever he does, the cushy office at
Madison Square Park and the money he makes, and the way this sense of importance has diluted
and skewed his perceptions, all so he can feel assured about the world and his place in it.
He pauses mid-sip, puts his glass on the table, and touches her hand.
I’m sorry, he says. I know it isn’t perfect here. But I respect you too much not to tell you
what I’m thinking. And I hope you’ll always tell me what you’re thinking. Whether we’re alone,
and at this he lifts his eyes up to you, or with friends.
She looks at him directly, unblinking, and nods, and you see it then, this subtle shift of
power, that this man not only adores his wife but fears her and can sense when a storm is hurtling
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toward land. It’s more difficult to figure her out, if her response, so succinct and knowing, is a
punishment or rushed, easy forgiveness, teeming with hatred or love, the line between the two
thin and inexplicable. Maybe this couple loves and hates each other at once, the recognition of
one feeling dependent on the presence of another, and you understand, with certainty, that you
know absolutely nothing about anything at all.
Without breaking eye contact with Louis, she takes up her bread knife and twirls it in her
hand, a playful, reconciliatory gesture. The bird lifts off the branch, flies into the distance, and
you feel a heavy sadness in its place. Louis frowns like he’s got a bad taste in his mouth. All
around you the air feels disturbed by some huge, swooping, unseen movement, and then he
sighs, like he has arrived home again from some great journey, and kisses his wife’s hand
He is eloquent, you’ll give him that. He considers what he says and says just what he
means to say, and that kind of coolness makes you feel like you’re missing a limb.
You twirl your pasta too quickly and marina splatters onto your shirt. You switch it up to
save face, and as you grind the pepper shaker over your plate, you feel a sudden drop in your
chest. You don’t want to be yourself anymore. You’ve been yourself too long, with all your dumb
thoughts and feelings and beliefs.
She laughs at something Louis has said. The sound reminds you of a bell. Let’s move this
into the living room. Who wants coffee? Another drink?
She grabs another bottle of red off the counter. Where are all these self-replenishing
bottles coming from?
Feel free to take your plate into the living room, she says.
A remote pointed at the ceiling, music drifting from unseen speakers.
Guess? Guess where they are? You won’t find them! he taunts.
You spill some of your drink on the sofa, but they don’t care. She crawls on hands and
knees, cleans it up, gives your socked foot a little tap when she’s done and compliments the
sheep print, and there’s not an ounce of sarcasm. She says it with such warmth that you think you
might cry.
Taking off her pearls and tossing them onto the floor, she dances to the music. Louis
plops onto the couch next to you, clapping along to the beat, eyes glazed, clearly drunk.
You don’t know how hard it is for her, he says, nodding at his wife, to connect with
people. You’re a gift.
You’re no good with compliments. You nod toward their window.
Nice view, you say. Louis turns down the music, a soft piano piece fluttering overhead.
The best part, he says, is that we got this apartment cheap. You wouldn’t believe it.
She stops twirling and rushes toward you, face hovering inches from yours, and you
wonder for a half-second if she’s going to kiss you. You kind of want her to. There’s a light in
her eyes, and she’s all rapid blinks and nods.
Do you believe in ghosts? she whispers. You do, don’t you? You seem like the type.
You straighten your posture and squint your eyes to show that you are considering the
question seriously.
I don’t know. I mean, maybe in energies. In memories that stick to a place, that kind of
thing.
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She laughs excitedly, like what you have just said is perfect.
A family was murdered here. Years ago, she says. They came from Mississippi—
The father did it! Of course! Louis says.
Yes, the father. The husband, she says. Just snapped. Hacked them all up! Three little
boys and their mommy.
She mimes chopping Louis’s head off and he yelps in terror. She takes your hands and
leads you to the corner of the living room. She wants to show you something. A smear of blood
on the lower paneling. No matter how many times they clean or paint over it, it keeps coming
back, this stain on the wall. You look closely. There is something there all right, a tiny
discoloration, a faded dark brown, arcing like a rainbow.
They tell you that they are not squeamish. Murder wasn’t going to keep them from their
dream apartment in the big city.
What’s the big deal anyway? Bad things happen everywhere, Louis says.
Everywhere, she agrees.
All over, you add. Every three seconds or something like that. I think. Murders.
She takes your hand and attempts to twirl you around the living room, but you will not
dance. Your bones lock in opposition. Louis turns the music back up, an upbeat little jazz
number, all cymbals and saxophone.
We don’t get the sense it’s actively haunted here, she says. Only one thing, in all the time
we lived here. A knife went missing. For weeks. And then we found it in the shower. By the drain.
The only time I’ve ever been speechless, Louis says.
Can you imagine this one not knowing what to say?
But nothing else to report, ever since. Nothing else, he says. No apparitions, no
disembodied voices, no temperature drops.
Death has a presence, you want to say. It is past your bedtime and you are getting poetic,
a common occurrence when you’re sleepy and drunk. What is dead is still alive to us, the ones
who go on living, you wish to shout. Absence has heft. Emptiness takes up space.
Louis falls asleep on the couch shortly after midnight. You don’t know how you got here, but you
and the wife are on the floor, meditating, eyes closed, all inhales and exhales. She tells you how
important it is to breathe deeply, day by day. If she isn’t conscious enough, her anxiety shoots
through the roof.
You have to take care of yourself, she says.
You open your eyes and notice another vase across the room. You like it, you lie again.
She opens her eyes, turns, and shakes her head. They got it in Japan when they visited for her
thirty-first birthday. She speaks of difficulties, of what a challenge it was to find a vase in that
particular shade of eggshell blue.
Everything there was cobalt. Or seafoam. Not much in the middle. And eggshell blue is
my favorite color. I’m very particular about those kinds of things. They matter. The details.
She closes her eyes again, sits up straighter.
I thought we’d have to travel to the ends of the planet to find it, but on our last day in
Okinawa, we went to this little shop and found it, right there, in the middle of the store, on a
table all on its own. Like it was waiting for us.
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So it worked out, you say. In the end.
Yes. But it made me think.
She opens her eyes again, stares you down, unblinking.
Everything in life is harder than it needs to be.
The music, whatever jazz playlist you were listening to, ends. Everything slows, quiets,
and the lack of noise feels like company, like the whole room is waiting for something to happen.
Louis sighs in his sleep and turns over, his back to you. She watches him, waits for him to settle
again. She closes her eyes, draws her breath inward.
You notice a hole on the heel of one of your socks. You close your eyes. At that moment,
you feel braver, emboldened by the fact that you can’t see her and she can’t see you, and you’d
like to tell her that you want nothing more than to take care of yourself, but you can’t bring
yourself to say it, because if you did, you’d also have to admit that you don’t know how.
Give me alcoholism, you think. Pill or sex addiction. You have spent your life trying to
put your problem into words, but still you don’t know how to speak of it. You just can’t seem to
fix what is broken. She must see it, the way it has followed you. Jesus. You might lose it, right
here and now.
I hate that phrase, she says suddenly. “In the end.” So sad, don’t you think?
At this time of night, the subway runs local. Twenty minutes between trains, lonely platforms,
sparsely populated cars, flickering overhead lights, all with the same ruffled people in need of
sleep. At night, nobody looks like they belong in the world.
The journey ahead is long. You can’t bring yourself to get up off the floor. To make it
home, you’d have to rise, put on your shoes, exit through the apartment door, take an elevator
down to G, nod at the security guard, push open the heavy glass doors and dive into the cold,
early morning air. Shadowed faces passing you by. Neon signage agleam, the electric buzz
humming above your head. Slow steps down to the subway. MTA train clocks, rarely accurate,
always slower than estimated. The roar of a subway, a streaming of light as it creeps across the
dark tunnel. The clunk of the doors opening, closing. A clumsy fall into a seat, probably sticky.
And home. The gray bridge with the little red lighthouse underneath it, on the shores of
the river. The high rise you live in. The way your key sticks in the lock of the main entrance, how
it’s always a battle to open the door. The security guard will be nodding off, head hanging low,
and might not even wake as you pass by. The orange light of the elevator button when you press
up to your floor. A wobbling ascent. Another key in another lock. A push against your apartment
door. The windows in your living room, open to the wind and rush of traffic. The light you left
on, also in the living room, the light you always leave on in the living room every time you go,
because it makes the room easier to come back to after time spent away, that little circle of
warmth, dependable and yours.
What are you thinking of? she asks suddenly, belly down on the living room floor, eyes
barely open. She gives your hand a tap.
My bed’s unmade, you say.
We always make our bed, she says. Louis does it, first thing in the morning. Says he likes
to start the day right.
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You both laugh, easily and too loudly, because it is late and you’ve had too much to drink
and restraint doesn’t matter anymore.
Are you happy? she whispers.
You are not prepared for a question so easy yet unanswerable. You have this fear, that all
the sadness you’ve felt in your life has caught up with you. If looked upon carefully, it can be
seen in your eyes and observed in the subtle sag of your shoulders, the way your body is
beginning to fold in on itself, years of small disappointments, slowly breaking your heart.
Enough, you lie.
Enough, she says, and you don’t know if she’s prodding or accepting or feels the same
way.
You take a deep breath and decide to go further. I keep wondering if I’m a good person,
you say. You wonder this, you tell her, because of an incident, one that sticks out clearly in your
mind. Years ago, when a relationship ended, he swore he’d leave first thing in the morning. It
was late, like tonight, and neither of you had much energy left. He went into the living room to
sleep on the couch, the dirty, lumpy couch that had always been too small for him, while you
slept comfortably in bed. It was cold, you remember. No snow, but the pressure of it, the
promise. The kind of winter sky that glowed. And the whole thing bothers you because you
didn’t go out there and offer him anything. Not your bed, even though you could fit on the couch.
No pillow or blanket or glass of water. Just something to offset the pain, to honor what was dying
between the two of you.
A lot of times I do the opposite of what I feel I should do. What’s in my head or heart, I
guess. I think maybe I’m the villain in my own life.
For the entirety of this admission, you avoid looking at her. You pick at the rug, suffering
in her unresponsiveness. When you finally turn toward her, you see that she has fallen asleep. A
tiny snore escapes. She looks peaceful there, curled up on the floor. Years into the future, another
family might live here. Maybe your spirits will haunt the space. She, an old resident. You, a
passerby with occasional appearances. Imprints on the carpet. A window found open when they
swear they left it shut. A wine glass knocked onto the kitchen floor. Faint jazz music played at
odd hours of the night. Atoms rearranging themselves, an endless energy, across time.
In minutes, you’re sleeping too.
You’re just sitting there, in the middle of the living room, when you consider smashing the
eggshell-colored vase, but it’s only a passing temptation, not because of any real animosity. Even
your anger at Louis fluttered away the moment he started bobbing his rapidly balding head to the
music from his precious speakers. It’s more about the twisted satisfaction of breaking something
beautiful and expensive and meaningless. It’s ridiculous that eggshell is a color, and that it is
blue. Eggs are many different colors. White, cream, green, blue, pink. On and on. Why do we
have to name things? Why do we feel the need to classify and understand everything in the
service of eliminating mystery? To have nothing at all left to wonder?
It must be a second wind. You become irritable. Rowdy. You want to cause a little
trouble, disturb the peace. You could blare music, you think, but the remote is buried somewhere
deep, in the couch or under Louis’s body, and commanding electronics has never been your
strong suit.
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Instead, you reflect. You think about the guy you offered nothing to on a cold night.
Where is he now, this person who loved you once? You try to make sense of your time together,
of what he was to you, to give this horrible story some value. He was many things. You run
through clichés. Maybe a lighthouse. A rock. A key under the mat. A door left open, no matter the
time.
When the pigeons begin to coo out on the window ledge, you collect yourself and put on your
shoes. You put a hand on the doorknob and you feel it, something alive, something awakening
into consciousness. You turn, a smile on your face, assuming that your hosts are up, yawning and
stretching, already walking to the coffee maker or tidying up the cushions, but they just go on
sleeping. You wonder if they’ll stay that way forever, and you can’t figure out what that was,
why you felt you were being watched, or that someone was aware of your leaving. Is it true that
ghosts don’t know they’re dead?
Walking up to your apartment, the light is gray, and it’s like you’re in a dream, it’s that
kind of morning, so early everything is soft and distant, and even the air hits you as something
new and clean. You read once that the world is alive, it breathes, and that has always made sense
to you. The wind, the sea, even the stars in the sky. You’re still drunk, but you’re going with it,
this feeling that you are a part of everything.
Your key sticks in the lock. You’re inside now, and it’s warm, and there is an elevator
waiting for you, you don’t even have to call it down, and when you press the button to your floor
and it lights up orange, you understand that much of your life lies ahead of you, and finally,
you’ve reached your floor, you’re unlocking your apartment door now, and there it is, the light
you left on, the living room just as you remember it, and there is no one there, and you can’t
make it to the bedroom, everything has gone out of you, so you fall onto your couch and try
your best to sleep.
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I'm not telling you to make the world better, because I don't think that progress is necessarily part of the
package. I'm just telling you to live in it. Not just to endure it, not just to suffer it, not just to pass through
it, but to live in it. To look at it. To try to get the picture. To live recklessly. To take chances. To make your
own work and take pride in it. To seize the moment. And if you ask me why you should bother to do that,
I could tell you that the grave's a fine and private place, but none I think do there embrace. Nor do they
sing there, or write, or argue, or see the tidal bore on the Amazon, or touch their children. And that's what
there is to do and get it while you can and good luck at it.
Joan Didion
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